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Lesson Topic: Place Value – Unitise and Rename Decimals (to Hundredths) 
 
Concept/s in Focus:  
• All numbers can be renamed /unitised to any place to describe the 

total quantity of a particular place. Digits to the left of place chosen as the unit indicate the 
quantity of that place. Digits to the right represent a quantity that in insufficient to make 
another unit e.g. The quantity of hundreds in the number 34567 is 345 hundreds and the 67 to 
the right of the hundreds place is not enough to make another hundred 

• Decimal numbers can be renamed using different place values as the unit e.g. 4.56 is 4 ones, 5 
tenths and 6 hundredths, OR  4 ones and 56 hundredths OR 45.6 tenths OR 456 hundredths etc 

• Zeros placed to the right of decimals do not change the value of the number as they do not add 
any further places of value e.g. 5.6 is the same as 5.60  

• Zeros placed to the right of decimals do not change the value of the number but they do allow 
the number to be unitised or renamed according to these extra places e.g. 5.60 can be described 
as 5 Ones and 6 Tenths, or 56 Tenths or 560 Hundredths 

 
Introduction / Teacher Background Information: 
Unitising and renaming decimals can be done in exactly the same way as it has been done with 
whole numbers. Many students believe working with decimals is different or more difficult. Any 
place value concepts that relate to whole numbers can be applied to decimals in the same way. 
Unitising is partitioning a number with a focus on different places as the unit. Digits to the right of 
the place chosen will always be smaller than the place value unit in focus. 45.6 can be unitised as 
tens and there will be 4 whole tens and the 5 ones and 6 tenths together are less than another ten. 
The number 45.6 can be unitised to the Ones place and will have 45 Ones and 6 Tenths. This number 
can also be described as comprising 456 Tenths. The fact that a decimal place has been chosen does 
not change the way the number of those tenths is considered. There are not 45.6 Tenths in the 
number which could be a common response when unitising 45.6. An interesting difference when 
unitising decimals is that adding zeros to the right of a decimal number will not change the value of 
the number but it allows the number to be unitised further e.g. 45.60 can also be considered to be 
4560 Hundredths. This does not occur with whole numbers. 
 
Australian Curriculum links: ACMNA104 
 
Resources: 
Whole Class Activity: 
• 1 set of Place Value headings on cards File: Place Value Headings for the Mat (Thousands to 

Hundredths)  
• Remove-able adhesive or tape for sticking the place value headings to the whiteboard or wall 
• 1 copy of Digit cards 0-9 with decimals (A5). 
• String or wool so the digit cards can hang around the necks of students or pegs to make 

‘handles’ so they can be held in front of them. 
• 1 small circles to use as a decimal point e.g. a circle of paper about 2cm diameter – or a sticky-dot 
• Whiteboard and whiteboard markers  

 
Hands-On Activity: 
• 1 Numeral Expander (Hundreds to Hundredths) per pair of students (There are 5 per page) OR a 

set of foam cups for place value. See Hands On section below for details. 
• 1 copy of the Unitise and Rename Decimals Activity per pair / small group of students 

 
Independent Activity: 
•  1 copy of the Unitise and Rename Decimals Worksheet 1 per student 
 
Extra Activity: 
• Unitise and Rename Decimals Worksheet 2 
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Whole Class Activity: 
• Have the students sit on the floor in a clear area of the classroom or outside facing the same 

way. Leave some space in front of the group for students to stand to make the numbers by 
holding or wearing digits around their necks or holding them in front of themselves 

• Have a set of Place Value labels and the digits and extra zeros with strings attached to hang 
around the necks or pegs to make handles ready near the front of the group. Make two piles of 
digit cards – those with and without decimal points printed on them. 

 
• Start by setting up the whole number component of a place value charts by placing Hundreds, 

Tens and Ones labels from the file Place Value Headings for the Mat (Thousands to Hundredths) 
on the whiteboard or wall at the front. Leave space for decimal places to the right and space      
above for the group headings (Thousands, Ones and Parts of One). Place the labels high enough 
so students can stand in front of them and they can still be visible/readable. 

• Ensure the Hundreds place ends up to the left of the students in the audience i.e. 
 

 
 

 
Why are there two sets of Hundreds, Tens and Ones on my place value chart? 
 

• Listen for responses that indicate understanding of Place Value structure. If the students are not 
sure, prompt further e.g. 
 
Are the two Ones the same? (Point to each of the Ones places) Do the two Tens mean the same? (Point to 
each of the Tens places) 

 
• Listen for mention of Thousands or ‘Just Ones’ or Tens of Thousands or ‘Just Tens’. 
• Show the Thousands and Ones group labels and add them above the groups of HTO. Revise the 

concept of whole number structure if necessary using some digit cards to make numbers in the 
chart to discuss the place value of digits. 

 

 
 
 
 

We are going to make numbers using these digits. Who would like to come and choose a digit to start 
making a number? 

 
• Model a whole number initially to connect with previous understandings and to focus on the 

process being used. 
• Invite a student to select a digit at random from digit pile (without decimal points). Have them 

put the digit around their neck or hold it in front of them using a peg on each side (so the digit is 
visible). Ask the student to stand in the One Thousands place. 

• Invite other students to choose another digit and stand in the Hundreds place, another in the 
Tens place and another in the Ones place to make a 4-digit number e.g. 4538 
 
What is the number these students have made?  

 
• Select a student to read the number. 
 

I am going to break this number into parts and see how many thousands there are. How many thousands 
are in this number? (4)  

 
• Ask the student with the digit in the Thousands place to move slightly left to separate the 

Thousands from the rest of the number to model this partition of the number. 

Hundreds Tens Ones Hundreds Tens Ones 

THOUSANDS ONES 
Hundreds Tens Ones Hundreds Tens Ones 
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What is left? (538) Is that 538 enough to make another thousand? (No)  
 

• Point to the digits being held by the other students. Listen for suggestions. Challenge the 
students to think about the place value – without telling them e.g. 
 
 The 4 [Student Name] is holding represents 4 Thousands. What are these other digits representing? 

 
• Listen to a variety of responses. Some students might read the remaining 3 digits and say ‘538’. 

Challenge them to state the place value e.g. 
 
Yes but 538 what? What place value does that 538 have? (Ones) 

 
• Reinforce the concept of representing all parts of the number. 
 

So if I was making this number or representing it I would need 4 Thousands and 538 Ones. Is that the only 
way to represent or make this number? 

 
• Record this partition of 4538 on the whiteboard i.e. 

                 4538 
4 Thousands and 538 Ones 

 
• Another response could be to read and name each digit i.e. ‘4 Thousands, 5 Hundreds, 3 Tens 

and 8 Ones’ which is also correct.  
• Have the students holding the digit cards stand with a bigger space between each of them to 

model this way of partitioning the number. 
• Add this representation to the whiteboard i.e. 
                     4538 

4 Thousands and 538 Ones 
    4 Thousands, 5 Hundreds, 3 Tens and 8 Ones 
 

How else could we separate the place value parts of this number? What is another way to represent or 
describe the place value of this number? For example, How many hundreds are there in this number? 

 
• Allow some thinking time. 
• If no other way of partitioning the number is provided, model another partition by moving the 

students holding the 4 and 5 digits together and the students holding the 3 and 8 digits together 
leaving a space between the two groups i.e. 45  38 

 
How would you describe this way of separating the number into place value parts? What is the value of the 
45 in this number?  

 
• Listen to suggestions and help the students to see that the 45 is hundreds. Refer to the place 

value chart labels behind the students. 
 

Is the 38 that is left is enough to make another hundred? (No) What is the value of this 38 that is left?        
(38 Ones) 

  
• Add this representation to those on the whiteboard and look for recognition of what is being 

recorded from students. 
4538 

4 Thousands and 538 Ones 
    4 Thousands, 5 Hundreds, 3 Tens and 8 Ones 
    45 Hundreds and 38 Ones 
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• Help the students see the alignment of the partition to the place value label on the 

wall/whiteboard i.e. 45 Hundreds and 38 Ones. The 45 is named according to the place where 
this part of the number finishes. Have the students holding the digit cards move to show this 
partition. This is unitising the number as a number of Hundreds and a component that is not 
enough to make another hundred. 

 
 
 
 

 
• Ask for other representations. Use the students to model the different partitions by moving 

them apart in different places. Ensure each partition includes all 4 places. Model different 
examples separating the students with the digit cards if it helps. List a range of possible 
partitions i.e. 

4538 
4 Thousands and 538 Ones 

    4 Thousands, 5 Hundreds, 3 Tens and 8 Ones 
    45 Hundreds and 38 Ones 
    4 Thousands, 5 Hundreds and 38 Ones 
    453 Tens and 8 Ones 
    45 Hundreds, 3 Tens and 8 Ones 
    4 Thousands, 53 Tens and 8 Ones  
 
• Leave the whole number example on the whiteboard and have the students with the digit cards 

return them to the pile and sit back on the floor. 
 

• Point to the Ones place at the end of the whole number place value chart. 
 
What are the names of the next two places to the right of this place value chart? (Tenths and Hundredths) 
 

• Add the decimal labels to the place value chart.  
• Note: The extension of the place value structure into decimals is the focus of another LTD lesson 

Place Value – Extend Place Value Structure to Hundredths 
 
There is one more thing this place value chart needs? Who knows what is missing? 

 
• Listen in particular for mention of the decimal point. If the students don’t suggest it prompt e.g. 

 
What is different about the places to the right of the Ones place.. the Tenths and the Hundredths? 

 
• Listen for mention of them being decimals or parts of one. 
• Place the Parts of One group label above the Tenths and Hundredths places and position a small 

circle as the decimal point in the Ones heading. 
 

 
 

 
• Invite a student to come and choose a digit that has a decimal point and to hang it around their 

neck or hold it and stand in the Ones place. 
• Invite three other students to choose a digit (without a decimal point) and to hang them around 

their necks or hold them and stand in the Tens, Tenths and Hundredths places. 
• Review the 4-digit number created e.g. 15.37 

THOUSANDS ONES 
Hundreds Tens Ones Hundreds Tens Ones 

  4 5 3 8 

THOUSANDS ONES Parts of One 
Hundreds Tens Ones Hundreds Tens Ones Tenths Hundredths 
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What number have these students made? 
 

• Choose a student to read the number. Invite other students to read it a different way. They 
might say ‘Fifteen point three seven’ or ‘Fifteen and thirty-seven hundredths’. Accept any ways 
of reading the number as long as they are correct as this will assist with the partitioning / 
unitising to follow. 
 
How many Ones are there in this number?  

 
• Listen for a response that identifies there are 15 ones in this number. Listen for a student who 

answers 5 – with a focus on the digit in the Ones place rather than the number of Ones in the 
entire number. This highlights the unitising at the given place. The number represented has a 
number of Ones and the rest of the number is not enough to make another of that unit. 
 
Are there 15 Ones in this number or 5 Ones? To represent this number how many Ones would be needed? 
 

• Listen for recognition that 15 Ones would be needed, or that the number could be represented 
using 1 Ten and 5 Ones. Help the students see that the decimal component of the number is less 
than one. 

• Have the students holding the digit cards physically move apart to separate into the Ones and 
the decimal component i.e. 15.   37 
 
So are these other digits enough to make another One or not? (They are not enough.. smaller than one) 

 
• Write the number 15.37 on the whiteboard beside the previous 4-digit number and partitioning 

examples. 
 
How could we represent this number? How could we separate it into place value parts? 

 
• Accept a response and model the partitioning in the response using the students with the digit 

cards. Record each way to rename the number on the whiteboard e.g. 
 
15.37 

15 Ones and 37 Hundredths 
1 Ten, 5 Ones, 3 Tenths and 7 Hundredths  
1 Ten, 5 Ones and 37 Hundredths  
 

• Assist the students to unitise across the decimal point. Ensure they understand that the decimal 
point is not required in the representation because the places are named e.g. 

 
15.37 

1 Ten and 537 Hundredths 
153 Tenths and 7 Hundredths 
1 Ten, 53 Tenths and 7 Hundredths. 

 
• Model renaming decimals where a zero is added to the end of the number. 
• Ask 3 students to come and choose a digit card to hang around their neck or hold. 

 
Please stand in front of the place value labels so you make a 3-digit number with one decimal place. 

 
• Assist the students to make a suitable number that has one digit in the Tenths e.g. 45.2 
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• Use the students to model some ways to rename this number and move into groups to show the 
parts. Record renaming examples on the whiteboard e.g. 

45.2 
4 Tens, 5 Ones and 2 Tenths 
45 Ones and 2 Tenths etc 

 
• Invite another student to come and select the 0 digit and hang it around their neck or hold it and 

stand in the Hundreds place so the number is 045.2 
 

Does adding a zero at the front of a number make any difference to the number? (No) Does it give us any 
more ways to rename this number? (No) 

 
• Allow some time for the students to think. They might suggest 0 Hundreds, 4 Tens, 5 Ones and 2 

Tenths but this is just adding places with no value not renaming the number. If the students 
don’t suggest this example, mention it. 

• Ask the student with the zero digit to move to the other end of the number. 
 

[Student Name] please move your zero digit to the other end of the number and stand in the Hundredths 
place. Does adding a zero at the end of a decimal number make any difference to the number? Does it give 
us any more ways to rename this number? 

 
• Allow some thinking time as the effect of adding a zero at this end does allow for extra 

renaming. Listen to suggestions and show them by grouping the students and recording extra 
unitising/renaming examples on the whiteboard that include hundredths e.g. 

45.20 
    45 Ones and 20 Hundredths 
    4520 Hundredths 
    4 Tens, 5 Ones and 20 Hundredths 
 
• Repeat the unitising and renaming by making a new number with the digits and listing options 

e.g. 5483.6  or 3421.78 
• Use students holding digit cards to help show the partitions. Record a range of renaming options 

for each number as a visual record. Encourage some examples that add a zero at the end of the 
number to rename using more decimal places. 

 
Hands On Activity: 
• Have the students work with a partner or in a small group for this activity. 
• Provide each pair/small group with a Numeral Expander (Hundreds to Hundredths) or a set of 

foam cups for place value. Numeral expanders are quite fiddly for students to manipulate. Foam 
cups are fragile but in many ways provide a clearer model of partitioning/unitising. 

 
• Note: The foam cups are an alternative to Numeral Expanders. Use foam cups that have a rim 

around the top. Divide the rim into 10 equal partitions and record the digits 0-9 around the rim. 
Write a place value name on the body of the cup. For decimals place a decimal point beside each 
digit on the Ones cup. e.g. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

               

6 
7 
8 
9 
0 

tens 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

ones 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

ones 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

tenths 
6 
7 
8 
9 
0 

Hundreds Tens Ones Hundredths Tenths 
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• The cups can be physically separated at different places to unitise the number and show 
different partitions of a particular number. 

 
• If using the numeral expanders, assist the students to fold their expanders on the dotted lines so 

the place value names can be closed and opened at different positions to show ways to 
partition/unitise/rename the number. 

 
• Model renaming a whole number using the numeral expanders or foam cups so the students get 

experience using them. 
• Practise opening the expander or separating the cups at different places to unitise and rename 

the number e.g. 386 as 386 Ones; 3 Hundreds, 8 Tens and 6 Ones; 38 Tens and 6 Ones; 3 
Hundreds and 36 Ones. 
 

• Choose a number with at least one decimal place that suits the class as a start activity e.g. 346.9  
• Have the students write the number on their numeral expander (in pencil so it can be erased 

and the expander can be used for more than one number) or if using the cups have students 
align the cups to show the given number. 

• Model one way to partition/unitise/rename the number and have students manipulate their 
expander or cups to show this number e.g. 34 Tens and 69 Tenths. 

 
Work with your partner/group to find as many ways to break up this number. Write each way on your 
book/whiteboard for sharing later. See how many you can find. Remember to include all the digits in your 
break up and to name the place value. 

 
• Move around the room assisting any groups having trouble manipulating the hands-on resources 

or who are having trouble with the activity. 
• Gather different responses from pairs/groups and record them – or have the students record 

them, on the whiteboard. 
• Discuss the different representations and ask if the class thinks they have found all the ways to 

rename 346.9 
• Look in particular for any pairs who added a zero to the end of the number to make other 

renaming options like 346 Ones and 90 Hundredths. Help the class see that by adding zeros the 
number of ways to rename this number could be endless.  

 
• Provide each pair of students / small group with a copy of the Unitise and Rename Decimals 

Activity sheet. This activity shows 3 numbers in place value charts and provides space for them 
to record different ways to rename the number given. 

• Encourage students to model them on the Numeral Expander or using the foam cups if they 
need to. If students can work without the resources this is fine and will show confidence to work 
symbolically. 

• Move around the room as the students work on the examples assisting as needed. 
• When groups have finished pairs of students could be asked to share examples of how they 

renamed the numbers on the worksheet. 
 
Independent Activity: 
• Two worksheets have been included for this lesson. The first is a similar format to the Activity 

sheet used in the Hands On section of the lesson but the numbers provided have more digits 
which allows for a greater number of ways to unitise and rename each number.  

• Inform the students that when working on Worksheet 1 they do not need to find all possible 
ways to rename each number. A minimum number of responses could be set if this would help 
the class stay on task. 
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• The second worksheet provides one number and a variety of partially completed renaming 
examples. Students just need to write the missing numbers in the spaces provided (they do not 
need to write the numbers in words). 

 
• Move around the room as the students work observing how students manage the unitising and 

renaming of decimals. Students could use the numeral expanders or foam cups to model the 
numbers if this would help them do the partitioning. 

• Ask questions about the numbers as students work to elicit understanding e.g. 
 

What is this number? How are you going to rename this number? Where could you break it up? Which place 
value have you chosen to break up this number? How many [place value name] are there in this number 
when you break it up like that? What is the value of the digits you haven’t used yet? Do you want to break 
the number up any further? 

 
• The worksheets can be collected for assessment or examples can be shared at the end of the 

activity and different unitising/renaming examples could be collated on the whiteboard. 
 

Understandings to look for: 
• Students who can identify the value of a digit in a particular place. 
• Students who can break numbers with decimal places into different place values components 

and name the partitions using place value 
• Students who understand that adding a zero at the end of a decimal does not change the value 

of the number but it allows the number to be renamed further 


